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GOING FORWARD:
“We are now in PHASE 3”
“The NEW normal”
“Bigger spaces, fewer faces”
What do these phrases actually mean for RMSS?
At Ridge Meadows Seniors Society we are hard at
work planning for what a safe return to our
centres will look like during our ongoing pandemic.

As a RMSS member you should have recently received a postcard informing of the
scheduled re-opening of our Maple Ridge and Pitt Meadows centres as tentatively
planned for late August with limited programming to resume in September. Some of OUR
“new normal” will involve:




a screening process when you arrive to ensure the health and safety of our members,
volunteers, instructors and activity leaders, and staff
one direction entry/exit points and traffic flow; two metre physical distancing



encouragement to wear PPE (personal protective equipment); many will be donning
masks &/or gloves
handwashing and sanitizing stations available throughout the centres
the installation of acrylic panels to protect our receptionists, cashiers, & kitchen staff



the implementation of barriers into office spaces



initially offering daytime/weekday hours of operation (closed evenings & weekends)





resuming programs that allow for two-five metre physical distancing as per provincial
guidelines
limited attendance in activities; days/times may change to minimize contact risk



take-away lunch only (initially no dine-in or coffee lounge; to be re-assessed in time)





We have all been missing the regular “hum” and chatter of our members gathering,
socializing, and sharing in each other’s lives. Our aim is to find a safe way to return to this
treasured part of what we may have previously taken for granted. But we need to do this
step by step as together we learn what living in Phase 3 of re-opening means.
Our government has set the tone of informing the public and letting us respond
responsibly, accordingly. RMSS aims to do the same.
Come mid-August, look for an email with a new edition GrapeVine program guide outlining
pre-registration details for returning programs.
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THE GOING’S ON:

Dancing in the Park! Robyn P. has taken her line dance lessons outside.
Tue and Fri, 7:00pm in front of the ACT Maple Ridge gazebo area. By donation.
For those in a shared bubble, some partner dancing is also available.
For more information email: dancewithrobyn@telus.net
The Haney Farmer’s Market will open Sat Jul 18th 9am-2m at
Memorial Peace Park. (The Pitt Meadows Hub is still operational.)
The Family Education & Support Centre has taken on registering
clients for the Nutritional Coupon Program at the Haney Farmers
Market. The program provides $21 in coupons for free produce
and meat at the market for 16 weeks for low-income seniors and families.
If you, or someone you know, is interested in registering for the program, email Karen
Stoddard at admin@familyed.ca or call 604-467-6055 for a copy of the registration form.
There are a limited number of spots in the program for both seniors and families and it is
first come, first serve so act now! www.bcfarmersmarket.org/coupon-program/how-it-works
Want to preserve history? Participate in the MR Museum’s Cemetery Clean Up Jul 18 & 25.
Registration details: www.mapleridgemuseum.org
The Economic Resiliency Task Force and Community Check In Task Force
would like to give a huge Thank You to local Save-On-Foods who has
donated 1 million kg of perishable food to the Fresh Is Best program from
the Friends In Need Food Bank. Real Canadian Superstore has also been supporting canned
products for their hampers.
Phase Two engagement of the Pitt Meadows Road and Rail
Improvements Project begins with draft designs for the
Kennedy Road overpass. Learn more about the project and
share your feedback by Jul 28, 2020.
Go to www.pittmeadows.ca and click the link for more info, as
well as participate in an environmental survey also linked on the City’s homepage.
It's Plastic Free July! To learn more: www.plasticfreejuly.org
Be Bear Smart! Set out garbage and recycling no earlier than 5:00am and
remove no later than 7:00pm on collection day. By-law fines of $500 may
otherwise be issued.
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RESOURCES & TIPS:
Foot Care is BACK!!!
Maple Ridge centre:

Pitt Meadows centre:

Registered Foot Care Nurse: Vilma
Call: 778-998-2013 to book

Registered Foot Care Nurse: Emma
Call: 604-805-0779 to book

Please note: current access to the centre is only for those with foot care appointments.

Are you able to comb your hair with your non-dominant hand? How about brush your
teeth? Pour liquid from a jug? Write a grocery list? Butter your toast? Being able to do
some day to day functions capably with both hands takes some practice but is
worth the effort. Consider if after a fall, your dominant
arm is sprained or broken. Wouldn’t it be great if you
were still able to groom yourself independently? And
take care of some basics? (makes one think, right?)

In BC, more than half of impaired-related crashes
happen on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. If you’re
going out this weekend, remember to plan ahead and
#GetHomeSafeBC

With tourism at a virtual stand still, we need to do our part to support our local businesses
that otherwise rely on visitors for their revenue.
Perhaps consider purchasing mementos or gifts for family & friends who had to postpone
plans to visit you this summer. You could mail it to them. They will feel remembered, and
our local stores will appreciate your business.
Consider: Once Upon a Tea, Lotus & Lemongrass, Little Cricket Gift Gallery,
Favourite Finds, Black Bond Books, Bean Around Books & Tea, The Bookcase...
Another thought - you can get started on your Christmas shopping!
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SELF-CARE MOMENT:
Disclaimer: consult your doctor; warm up the muscles
and joints 5-10 minutes prior to any exercises

As we age we find that the care of our feet becomes very important. This is especially true if
you want to stay active- walking seems to be our prime activity right and you want your
shoes to fit!!
Wearing the proper shoe is an important part of keeping our feet healthy. Your feet do
change over time. You might find that the arch of your foot isn’t as high as it used to be.
Your feet may be wider. Problems such as arthritis or bunions need to be accommodated.
Here are some things to think about when focusing on foot care and proper shoe. Make sure
the bottom of the shoe isn’t slippery. Laces will hold your foot in the shoe better than a slipon shoe. A high heel impairs your stability, as does a narrow heel. Make sure your socks
breathe (avoiding synthetic materials) and change your socks after an activity. When buying
a shoe try shoes on in the afternoon as the feet are larger, insuring a better fit. It shouldn’t
be necessary to break in a shoe, it should be comfortable from the moment you try it on.
Spend some time as this is an important purchase.
Go to a store that will help you find the correct shoe for
the activities you will be doing. If the salesperson isn’t
knowledgeable or helpful, go somewhere else.

If you are diabetic, special attention must be given to the feet. Maybe it is time to think
about more foot baths and massages or regular visits to a podiatrist.
Wearing the correct footwear can prevent a fall and serious or fatal consequences.
- Cathy Driver BA, BCRPA, Personal Trainer
Fitness Class Update:
Being a 55+ day activity centre, RMSS falls under the jurisdiction of
the BC Recs and Parks Association. The provincial government
commissioned the BCRPA to create guidelines for a safe return to
recreation facilities. When our centres re-open, you will find fitness
classes reflect these recommendations to ensure your safety, and
the safety of our BCRPA certified instructors. For example, to
accommodate the required distancing for physical activities, fewer
people may attend a class. We are working to provide sufficient
class options to meet our members’ needs. Pre-registration will be
required and some scheduling changes will result. - Carmen Tischer
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CAREGIVER SUPPORT
Caregiving can be very demanding - bringing a lot of hard to manage, mixed emotions.
Finding healthy ways to cope are vital.
Finding a support group - and maintaining your sense of humour are two great helps.
(And sharing that sense of humour with like-minded caregivers...a necessary relief!)
Remember you can call Bev Schmahmann, Outreach Coordinator, for support ideas:
Phone: 604-380-0516 or email: info@rmssseniors.org
For more help: www.familycaregiversbc.ca

Four ways to respond when someone with Alzheimer’s is repeating the same things
- from www.DailyCaring.com

1. Respond to the emotions rather than to the words
When your older adult starts to repeat something over and over, try to guess what feelings might be
causing the behavior. For example, if they might be feeling anxious, giving a brief hug or hand
squeeze while calmly responding may soothe them enough to stop their need to keep saying it.

2. Keep your answers brief
It’s tempting to respond or answer a question from a person with Alzheimer’s the same way you’d
answer anybody else. But in this case, keeping your response as short and simple as possible tends to
work best. It saves time and energy and reduces your exasperation when you have to repeat your
self seven more times.

3. Distract with an activity
Sometimes the only way to get someone with dementia to stop repeating themselves is to distract
them with something they enjoy. That could mean offering a snack or favorite beverage. Or, you
could ask a simple question to get them thinking about something else, like “The sun is shining
today, isn’t it nice?”
Another idea is to ask them to help you with a simple task they’re still able to do, like folding
laundry.

4. Escape for a few minutes
It’s tough to keep your cool and not snap at someone when you’ve heard the same thing for the
twelfth time. We’re all human and everyone’s patience wears thin, especially if this isn’t the first
time it’s happened today or if it’s been going on for weeks.
Sometimes you just need to leave the room for a few minutes to get a break. Do a quick calming
exercise, get a breath of fresh air, or listen to your favorite song.
When you come back, you’ll have had a little time to cool off and will be better able to handle your
older adult’s repetitive behavior with greater kindness.

Bill Haley and the Comets, Milan, Iron Age, 180, a pig, the North Pole
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THE “FUNNIES”:
If you’ve seen the movie Moonstruck, you might recall this line
which was offered during a rather tense scene:
“Somebody...Tell a joke!”
These days, I’m thinking we could all appreciate some laughter.
Thanks to Marie R. and others, for regular submissions of videos,
memes and cartoons. Some will be added here for your enjoyment.



The Pope Has a Sense of Humour (via the Ellen Show) - submitted by Leslie M:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VIPTdtEvr40 (I found this hilarious!)
www.hahaha.com/en “Just for Laughs” virtual comedy shows & daily video sketches



www.youtube.com Search “Just for Laughs” videos for pranks and practical jokes



If I had a dollar for every girl who found me unattractive, they'd eventually find me very attractive.
If you can smile when things go wrong, you have someone in mind to blame.
Women spend more time wondering what men are thinking than men spend thinking.
He who laughs last thinks slowest.
Women sometimes make fools of men, but most guys are the do-it-yourself type.
Men say women should come with an instruction manual; but since when has any man stopped to
read the instructions.
If at first you don't succeed, skydiving is not for you.
TWO LITTLE OLD LADIES, Connie and Mildred, were sitting on a park bench outside the local town hall
where a flower show was in progress.
Connie, leaned over and said, "Life is so boring. We never have any fun anymore. For $10 I'd take my
clothes off and streak through that stupid, boring flower show!"
"You're on!" said Mildred, holding up a $10 bill. So, Connie slowly fumbled her way out of her clothes.
She grabbed a dried flower from a nearby display and held it between her teeth.
Then, completely naked, she streaked, as fast as an old lady could, through the front door of the flower
show.
Waiting outside, her friend soon heard a huge commotion inside the hall,
followed by loud applause and shrill whistling.
Finally, the smiling Connie came through the exit door surrounded by a
cheering, clapping crowd.
"What happened"? Asked Mildred.
"I just won $1,000 as 1st prize for 'Best Dried Arrangement'!"
(nobody get any ideas for next year’s Country Fest, please!)
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THE “FUNNIES”:

The new dates for Canada Reads are July 20-23. Listen to the debates on this
year’s shortlist of these Canadian authored books on the radio, CBC Gem,
You Tube, Facebook and more.
Go to: www.cbc.ca/books/canadareads for more details.
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ACTIVITY IDEAS:
The Social Distancing Festival is a virtual experience. Contributions the world over have
been submitted including a listing of upcoming live stream events including comedy and
musical performances. Go to www.socialdistancingfestival.com
Have you ever taken in the Vancouver Mural Festival?
Normally a week long event with curated tours, free music,
street party and vendors, this year’s offering is a virtual one
#makeartwhileapart. However, if you choose to go for a
Vancouver outing as part of your summer “get-away”,
download a map of over 100 murals. Most are within walking distance of one another in
the Mt. Pleasant area. Enjoy the offerings of many varied eateries and coffee shops along
the way. To learn more go to: www.vanmuralfest.ca
Always popular: “Tourist in Your Own Town”
Pretend you’re hosting out of town visitors. Plan day trips to
the gem destinations of Metro Vancouver. Let’s support our
tourist industry - look the part! Wear your floral shirt, fanny
pack and remember your mask and hand sanitizer.


Stanley Park has re-opened. The seawall is now dedicated
for pedestrians. The parkway has one lane dedicated to cycling, the other to motor vehicle traffic. (Look into bike rentals...tandem anyone?) Also open: Vancouver Aquarium.



Granville Island has so much to offer - and a water ferry ride always entertains.



Dr. Sun-Yat Sen Garden; Van Dusen; UBC Botanical Gardens; Bloedel Conservatory



Gastown, Chinatown, Robson St.; remember to support tourist shops



Grouse Mountain Skyride; Capilano Suspension Bridge



Ferry rides to the Gulf Islands



Steveston Fishery or Westham Island for berry picking



Fort Langley



Take in a movie at Twilight Drive-In Theatre Aldergrove

Onesies make great
Christmas gifts for
adults too!

Let your imagination guide you! Go online or call ahead to confirm COVID requirements.
And if home is where you need to stay, explore virtually: www.tourismvancouver.com and
www.hellobc.com
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ACTIVITY IDEAS:
How about a picnic in the park? Sure, you could complicate
things and try to source a physical distancing blanket as we
see in this image...better yet, keep a collapsible camping
chair in your vehicle. You never know when that impromptu
visit with friends can occur - and you’ll be ready!
Have you ever gone on an Okanagan wine tour?

A physical distancing blanket!
Enjoy your time with friends.

Explore www.bcwine.ca and their Virtual Winery Tours.
Take in the vistas! Many wineries are offering great deals on their wine and some even
free shipping. If uncertain which to order, pick your favourites and see if you can source it
out at a local liquor store before committing to a case. Another website to try is:
www.bottleneckdrive.com. Many wineries are now open to the public. If you plan a visit,
check ahead for their hours and if reservations are required for tastings or tours.
Don’t have the time or resources to take a vacation? How about a local
jaunt to Harrison Hot Springs? Take Highway 7 through scenic farmland.
Once at your destination, you'll need to expect pay parking. Stroll the
beach - physically distance as you go through shops - enjoy your favourite
flavour of ice cream, some fish and chips, or perhaps even a lager or glass
of wine in the resort’s lounge. (The lounge is open to the public, not just
registered guests.) A few hours away from home and you will feel recharged!
If staying local is what’s on your preferred menu, take an hour to explore a local nursery. A
few weekends back my husband and I visited Triple Tree Nurseryland. We again savoured
all the colours, plant varieties, and outdoor pathways. We had the opportunity to visit
with the owner, Tom. This family run business, started by his father and currently run by
Tom and his sons, found that despite many years of experience, these challenging past
months have taught them much. In March, after losing a cousin to COVID-19, and weighing
the odds of how running a business with reduced staff during the demand of springtime
deliveries could be sustained, the family determined to give it their all.
Tom proudly spoke of the team’s commitment to see things through. As
community supporters of the RMHS/RMSS Runway Show, and with the
nursery’s ambiance providing such a balm for the soul, we are very glad
Tom and Triple Tree Nurseryland are, for now, here to stay.
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ACTIVITY PAGE:
Missing this year’s Celebration of Lights fireworks? There
are many fireworks displays to be seen on You Tube.
Just search (get ready to “exit” all the endless ads), and
hopefully enjoy the show on a big screen!
Look up spherical pyrotechnics (Japan) - there are some
amazing shows to be seen.
Are you childminding more over the summer break? Go to: www.cbc.ca and in the
search bar on the top right type “Great Canadian Colouring Book” for
downloadable pages created by various artists representing their province or
territory. Once completed, they could also be uploaded to be shared.
(Use it as a fun teaching tool! Put them on the wall to roughly create a map of Canada.)

Trivia Questions - submitted by John B.
(answers on bottom of page 6)
What group starred in the movie “Rock Around the Clock”?
What Italian city is home to da Vinci’s “The Last Supper”?
What age followed the Bronze Age?
How many points are there in a perfect three dart throw?
What did Tom, Tom the piper’s son, steal?
Which pole (north or south) gets more sunlight?
ARE YOU GETTING OUR EMAILS?
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO CHECK YOUR “JUNK” EMAILS?
We have determined that many of our members have not been receiving our regular updates and
newsletters even if they have email. The reasons may be as follows:


we may not have your current email account in our database; if you’ve not been receiving emails
since our closure, and you think you should be, please contact us and leave a message. Someone will
get in touch with you.



Your email program may be diverting our mail into your “junk” or “spam” folder; if you know how to,
check your junk or spam for an email from “grapevine@rmssseniors.org”; right click it and see if a
“not junk” or “safe sender” option appears. You can also try googling how to do this. Or you could
ask a friend or family member to walk you through it.
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ACTIVITY FEATURE:
Missing your usual activities? This section will feature some of the classes RMSS offers.
If you would like to promote your activity, or give us a taste of what a class is like, what
one might learn (i.e. using photos, diagrams, brief explanations), please send info to:
carmen@rmssseniors.org. This issue: Tai Chi! Offered at both RMSS centres as chair,
beginners, and advanced options.
Tai Chi is a form of meditation with gentle flowing
movements. If you would like to reduce stress,
improve balance, coordination, flexibility, circulation
and have fun join Tai Chi, one of the most unique
mind body exercises. - submitted by Kay P., RMSS Tai Chi instructor at our PM centre
Tai Chi exercises the mind, body and spirit.
The Tai Chi form exercises the small tendons,
muscles, and fascia of the body. The slow
movements develop strength, mindfulness
and body mechanics. The separation of the
moves develop power.
The body is always in a strong stance and
always straight. Power is always on the floor,
which is strongest thing in the room, it can be
sent upward to another point in the body in an instant. One
must always be aware of where power is. Movement is smooth
and flowing but only one thing moves at a time.
Some RMSS practitioners
meet in Maple Ridge park.

The mind has a relaxed focus in the series of movements, and
the practitioner will keep finding different aspects of the moves
in his progress, which takes many years.
Instructor Dina
In time the practitioner will notice that the body has become stronger, more flexible, and
balance has improved. In time others will notice the change and he will not be a chosen
victim as confidence is visible. There is also a spiritual aspect as the slow relaxed
movements, often to music, will connect to the spirit of the
practitioner, to all the life that exists everywhere.
Mind, body spirit is the description of Tai Chi in the yin yang symbol.
- submitted by Dina K., RMSS Tai Chi instructor at our MR centre
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CONNECTIONS: STAYING IN TOUCH

to: You!
from: Fran Preston
Hi Walkers,
Summer is officially here so during the warm
months we will be starting our walk earlier at Harris
Road Park at 8:30 a.m. In the past weeks we have
gathered with social distancing in the park at the
end of the walk. Some walkers bring their own
refreshment and chair and some buy coffee and
walk back to the park. We seem to have gotten
back into the routine; some walking for a hour and
some less time. There is always someone to walk
with.
Keep in mind we may have to adjust the time again
when school starts.

Last week, MLA Bob D’Eith,
gave a speech at the BC
Legislature in which he
honoured the local community
members who saw a need and
rose to the challenge. He
shared of his inspiration of the stories of
everyday resilience and compassion in his
district of Maple Ridge-Mission. He went on
to list specific examples including RIDGE
MEADOWS SENIORS SOCIETY who “since
May have been going to local seniors homes
with a loud speaker, streamers, signs and a
bubble machine for afternoon dances. Of
course, residents come out on their balconies
to dance. This has been a wonderful reprieve
for many of the seniors in isolation.”
Well done, Outreach Team, led by our own
Bev Schmahmann, her “dancing queen” side
kick, Volunteer Coordinator, Kara Matthew,
and many wonderful RMSS members and
volunteers.
Thank you ALL for your Love in Action!

Who says you can’t Flamenco in a parking lot?
Way to go RMSS dancers! - Taught by Marie O.
RMSS dance instructor at our PM centre.
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RMSS Seniors Helping Seniors
Driving Service

Need to renew your driver’s licence? Seniors and
the vulnerable public can have early access. Book
your appointment online at:

To qualify, be an RMSS member ($25 annual
fee; free to those 90+). Call at least one
day ahead to book. Min. $8 reimbursement
for round trip; higher amounts may apply
due to time and distance.

www.appointments.servicebc.gov.bc.ca/appointment

For more info call:
604-467-4993

1) Select location (Maple Ridge); click select
2) Select service (BC Driver Licence, BC Services
Card, etc.); click “yes, book…”
3) Scroll through calendar to find an available
date…(if it’s greyed out, it’s unavailable)
4) Continue through process

OR call the MR number: 604-466-7474

Needing the Fraser Health Falls Clinic?
They have gone virtual. Details below:

Physical distancing - done right!
- submitted by Marie R.
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On July 25, 2020, we are encouraged to film our day. All
worldwide submissions will be compiled for a documentary
that will be shown at the Sundance Film Festival and on You
Tube in 2021. (This was also done on July 24, 2010; I had the

The bronze ‘A-maze-ing Laughter’
sculpture in Vancouver’s English
Bay doing its part to keep those
who get closer than six-feet safe
from COVID-19.

privilege of viewing it several times. It was absolutely fascinating!
The original film has been re-released to support this next initiative.)

For more info on submission details, filming tips, and the 2010
90 minute movie go to: www.lifeinaday.youtube

VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION!
We want to recognize
RMSS’ amazing volunteers.
Send nominations to:
kara@rmssseniors.org

A take-away lunch is available at BOTH
MR & PM centres Mon-Fri 11:30am-12:30pm

I want to nominate...
Pat is an enthusiastic RMSS
member who participates in exercise and
painting classes at PM centre. She is also a
very busy volunteer: Pat bakes & assists our
cook in the PM Kitchen, works at reception,
serves at Silver Top Café and is a member of
the PM Special Events committee. Pat is
generous with her volunteer time and is a fine
example of a senior who is involved with the
community - a quiet lady with a kind heart.
- submitted by Fran P.

Phone ahead for menu. Cash only.

STAFF DIRECTORY:
Executive Director, Maria Perretta
604-477-9985; maria@rmssseniors.org
Administrative Coordinator, Nancy Markham
604-467-4593; nancy@rmssseniors.org
Activity Coordinator, Carmen Tischer
604-477-0425; carmen@rmssseniors.org
Outreach Coordinator, Bev Schmahmann
604-380-0516; info@rmssseniors.org
Volunteer Coordinator, Kara Matthew
604-380-0517; kara@rmssseniors.org
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